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Ten Bear Group analysed online conversation around
electric vehicles (EVs) to identify key highlights and
understand overall trends.

This report is based on organic social media data
between 1st January 2022 and 25th May 2022,
covering the unprompted opinions of a sample of more
than 3M unique authors from all global markets. 
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This analysis covers 6.19M mentions of Electric Vehicles online between 1st Jan 2022 - 25 May 2022. Below
are the key trending topics within that conversation. 

Fossil Fuels

726K
mentions online

Regulation / Tax

520k
mentions online

EV Prices

785K
mentions online
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Renewable Energy

588k
mentions online

Electric Vehicles

6.2M
mentions online

Charging 

1.1M
mentions online

Batteries

1.3M
mentions online
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The graphs below show share of voice across the top topics within the Electric Vehicles conversation. 

March 9th's peak was a surge in conversation around global gas 
prices, which was so significant that President Biden Tweeted.
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Batteries

Cost of EVs

Charging

Fossil Fuels

mentions

mentions

Data based on volume of annual
conversation from online mentions of
keywords relevant to each category
between 1st Jan 2022 - 25th May 2022

Batteries and Charging are the most talked about
topics, with consumers focusing on environmentalism,
prices and access
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785K

1.3M
mentions

726K

1.1M
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Ease of access to charging stations was a key factor for
audiences. Whether talk was about personal vehicles or 
long-haul trucking, the public wanted to know: "but where 
will we CHARGE them?". Without easy charging, individuals 
worried vehicles would be limited in their route options or 
get "stranded". 

With tax incentives for buying EVs and strong consumer
interest pushing demand, local charging station availability 
was often the link between a dream and a shiny new car. 

Infrastructure plans, especially Biden's Bipartisan 
Infrastructure Plan in the USA, needed to include charging 
station plans in order to convince audiences. The cost of
building charging stations was hotly debated.

Access to charging stations is key to
greater consumer engagement 
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Are there enough battery
metals for the world to 
"go electric"? 

 

In 2022, there were 375K
mentions linked to Electric 
Vehicle supply chain worries
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Global consumers had to contend
with differences in national and
regional tax for their electric
vehicles. Australia's EV tax was
branded the worst in the world
and generated some of the most
negative conversation. There was
a big discrepancy in global EV
taxation. Many consumers
believed EVs should not be taxed
because of their "green" status,
while others felt it was fair. 

Are EVs really better for the
environment?

 
Fossil fuel-powered electricity and
pressure on supply chains to mine
battery metals tainted claims that
EVs are "green". Committed
consumers and EV critics alike
criticised this discrepancy, and also
pollution from the EV supply chain.
In particular, individuals were not
happy about the long-term disposal
options for toxic EV batteries. 

Electric vehicles are still perceived to
be a luxury item by many consumers
due to the high price tag. 

 
Despite government campaigns that
driving an EV can reduce costs for
the consumer and help alleviate the
current soaring cost of living in
many countries, some audience
groups found this tone-deaf. These
consumers argued that it was
irrelevant for those who cant afford
a new car in the first place - electric
or otherwise. 
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EV Concerns

Road Tax Discrepancy Environmental Credentials Price
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The most popular pickup truck in North America, the Ford F- 
150, has just been launched as an e-truck. Consumer
response to Ford's launch have been overwhelmingly
positive, with one Twitter user asking "is this the watershed 
moment for electric vehicles in North America?".

Now, switching to an e-vehicle doesn't mean US consumers 
need to leave their beloved trucks behind. Brands like 
Hummer, Honda and GM are muscling into the electric pickup 
space, and competition is heating up: Tesla's Cybertruck is no 
longer consumer's favourite. 

www.tenbeargroup.com

E-SUVs and electric pickup trucks persuade EV-
skeptics in USA
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Is an EV a luxury car? Consumers complain about high price tags,
increased road tax and unstable energy costs. 

Yet as global gas prices increase, will finance-focused consumers see
EVs in a different light?

Consumer conversation about EVs & gas prices increased from 4%
negative sentiment in January to 10% negative sentiment by May. 

Audiences were most concerned about further price hikes in the near
future. Some even mentioned this as a catalyst to buy an EV.

Soaring Gas Prices are a major driver for EV adoption
- 11
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Stock-savvy investors follow the EV market closely,
with 150K mentions of EV stocks per month

EV battery providers and car manufacturers jostle for stock market media priority, with raw
materials providers like Lithium also tempting investor interest

Lucid Group LCID 

Tesla $TSLA GM $GM

48K

15K

26K

10K
www.tenbeargroup.com
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So far, EVs have had a non-uniform adoption in most
markets, with a trend towards wealthier consumers
most likely to drive an EV. 

National conversations around electric vehicles were
often linked to regulation. 

Audiences in the USA dominated the global
conversation, with 51%. Two key topics were behind
this: Tesla and Biden's Bipartisan Infrastructure Plan.

Indonesia, newly appointed as presidents of the G20,
were buzzing about Indonesian President Jokowi's
commitments to electric transport manufacturing. 

US consumers lead Electric Vehicle conversations,
with Canada, UK and India jostle for 2nd place

Germany 
2%

Canada
5%

India
5%

UK
6%

Other
22%

Indonesia 
6%

USA
51%
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The most pro-electric car
group are the The EV
Evangelists. They may have
been early Tesla adopters or
simply future-facing fans of
the eco-friendly goal of
electric car rollout. This group
vocally supports political
campaigns to make EV
ownership easier.

Many vocal anti-EV consumers may
have been focusing on one thing:
until recently, EVs were typically
cars. The average North American
pick up truck driver wasn’t about to
shift their image to a hatchback
Hyundai: this isn’t Berlin or Seoul.
The PickUp Lovers are potentially
as big a consumer group as the
pick-up driver market. Now,
suddenly: the flashiest new truck is
electric. 

Taking over cycle lanes, 
 walkways and roads - has the
electric scooter craze hit a city
near you? Driving demand for
personal transport solutions are
the Urban Mobility Seekers.
Whether it’s dodging traffic  or
scooting along beachfronts, this
consumer group needs speed,
easy app payment and freedom.
They’re are equally happy renting
by the minute or owning.

Traffic jams on the way to the
airport or your Amazon delivery
stuck in a lorry on the M25? The
eVOTL Futurists know this will
soon be a thing of the past. With
UK Urban Air Hubs built for both
drone deliveries and passenger
eVOTL flights, these vehicles are
sometimes even solar powered.
Consumers love it.

The EV Evangelists The Pickup-Lovers Urban Mobility Seekers

Audience groups vary significantly for different
vehicle products: which will grow fastest in 2022?
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Elon Musk is EV thought leader, but Forbes report that
Ford and GM are hungry for Tesla consumers
Think EVs, think Tesla, think Elon Musk. 

Musk has been a central figure and influencer to the electric vehicle
market since the beginning. Tesla presents the benchmark for
competitors looking at the EV market. The Godfather of Tesla and
the now Twitter investor extraordinaire, it’s hard to follow EV news
without finding stratospherically high engagement content by Musk. 

But times are changing. How do 2022 consumers react to him? 

Criticism around Musk's Twitter involvement showed audiences no
longer see him as the happy Messiah of electric vehicles. Instead,
they worry about his market monopoly. Negative mentions increased
by 62%. Some users called for EV drivers to boycott Tesla and buy
other car brands. Forbes reported that both Ford and GM may be
likely candidates for consumers to choose instead of Tesla. 
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The fuel economy, emissions and maintenance costs proved to
be key points to EV consumers. 

EVs, unfortunately, produce emissions in the manufacturing
process. By some estimates, this can be up to 70% more than 
Internal Combustion Engine (petrol or diesel) car production.
Consumers are concerned the offset of driving a "green"
electric vehicle will not be big enough to compensate emissions.
Are EVs really the eco-conscious consumer choice of the future? 

For consumers, conversation centers on the fuel economy.
Electric vehicles powered by energy from fossil fuels polarised 
consumers. Using gas or oil to make electricity for electric
vehicles didn't fit EV's "green" credentials, but some users 
acknowledged it was needed.
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EV audiences aren't limited to just
cars. Audience groups discussed
eVOTL personal flight drones,
scooters, long-haul trucks and
even buses. The opportunity for
brands to find an EV niche is wide
open, and not limited to the
automotive industry.

The EV is only part of the buying
process - consumers need to
trust they can access charging
points to use their vehicle. This
was apparent at a consumer level
and also at a national policy and
political level, where focus was on
improving charging resources.

EV consumers are sensitive to
"greenwashing" and appreciate
environmental information from
electric vehicle providers. Brands
may do well to run campaigns
explaining their work towards ESG,
sustainability and energy
transition. This includes green
credentials of EV fuel sources. 

The source of electricity for EVs is a
key concern for consumers.
Many authors expressed concern
around whether depending on EV
electricity from overseas is wise.
Some expressed mistrust in global
supply chain reliability, while others
considered petrol supply "safe".

EVs are still perceived as luxury
vehicles. Taxes drive resentment.
Consumers who drive petrol
vehicles were frustrated that all
road users need to pay higher tax.
Many were particularly annoyed
that "the rich" should benefit from
a universal tax. 

Elon Musk is no longer the only
thought leader. Smaller
influencers such as EV consumer
@AnikaMolesworth have
significantly more positive
engagement and could be smarter
choices for brands with EV
influencer campaigns . 
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For more information or additional insights, please contact;

Email: jessica@tenbeargroup.com

Phone: +44 (0) 333 223 1634

Website: tenbeargroup.com 
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